
 

Definitions of the statuses 

CODE DESCRIPTION DEFINITION START DATE END DATE 

AC Active 

This status is given to entities that do not meet the conditions of five other statuses. In concrete terms, it means that: 
• A legal person under Belgian law acquires this status after it has acquired its legal personality; 
• Organisations without legal personality acquire the status 'AC' after they have been directly created; 
• A legal person under foreign law acquires this status if it has a registered office or branch in Belgium; 
• Any registered natural person, both resident and non-resident, and any registered legal person governed by foreign 
law acquires this status if it has an authorisation or capacity that activates the entity in the event that the 
authorisation or capacity indicates that the legal person or natural person is engaged in activities in Belgium. 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

AF Closed 

This status is used when one and the same entity is assigned two or more enterprise numbers, or in other words when 
there is a 'double'. Based on a specific procedure, one number is kept and the other(s) are closed. These closed 
numbers will then have the status 'AF'. This status may occur when a registered entity with status 'BK', 'AC', 'ST' or 'JU' 
is replaced.  01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

AN Cancelled 

When an entity is registered in the CBE by mistake, while it should in fact not have been registered, it is possible to 
cancel the entity and the accompanying company number. This way, there is no trace of the registration or of the 
underlying data groups. Such entities have status 'AN'. This status can occur when an entity with status 'BK', 'AC' or 'JU' 
is cancelled. 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

BK Identified 

This status is used for registered entities natural persons and foreign legal persons without a registered office or branch 
in Belgium that are obliged to identify themselves to a Belgian authority. These registered entities are assigned a 
company number and acquire the status 'Identified' until they are assigned a capacity or authorisation that activates 
the entity if necessary. 27.11.2009 31.12.9999 

JU Legal creation 

This status is used for entities whose articles of association have already been drawn up but which have not yet 
acquired legal personality. This status is used when notaries electronically deposit the deeds of an entity via the e-
depot application. At the moment of deposit of the deed, the status will change to 'AC'. This status never occurs for a 
registered entity natural person. 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 

ST Stopped 
This status is linked to legal situations indicating that the entity no longer exists or is active. This status can only be 
combined with certain legal situations described in the document containing the definitions of legal statuses. 01.01.1800 31.12.9999 


